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THE NORMANDIE  
THE LATEST CREATION OF FRANCE

There is an every ship a favorite meeting place, a convivial spot which is the pivot for the social affairs of the voyage, where the guest is greeted and welcomed and becomes the friend of a lifetime. On the Normandie this excellence is supremely realized in the Smoking Room. Perhaps it is the bar and the choice of drinks, and material comfort, or the grand perglass lounge, reached through the big bay windows, or the walls, diverting art of the place. Whatever it is, you leave your troubles behind when you step aboard the ship.

The Salon, with panel of polished wood and handsome flower arrangements, is a really lovely background for the gay themes and activities which adorn the passengers during. Time and time, time and time, that rhythm sound the tables, playing and taking, playing cards and games. There is an orchestra which plays for dancing and for concerts, and there are floorshows and all the latest talkies.

The Normandie's dining rooms have a great crowd ceiling supported by columns of glass. There is a great atmosphere in the rich furnishings, the glowing silver and glass, the flow of French flavors. It is in perfect keeping with the delightful food which dished French specialties from the highest tradition. Ocean song, made famous in various ways, by French line clerk, contains many of golden measure, some create sounds and music which is the result of the mooring wood behind the stove.

The Seaview Cafe is out of doors. Clean Chine blue cup and saucer, sitting in the world's largest, inviting you to plunge in and acquire a huge appetite for breakfast, or any other meal. Afterward you can sit in a lovely chair and sip a cocktail or any other drink your taste prefers.

Tucked on the magnificent Normandie, the world's largest ocean liner, the beautiful, airy pool, the Party, the Captain or the Cocktail—such is, in her own individual way, a bit of France abroad.